Focus ON
FASHION

Hoops Are Hopping

Visit the Friendly Staff
at Houston Jewelry

Did
You
Hnow?

is season's go-to fashion accessory has been
round and around and yet it is back again.
imilar to a favorite pair of blue jeans, you can
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Daylight Saving Time is the
perfect time to check all watch
and smoke alarm batteries.
On March 8th, the clocks will
"spring forward" one hour
closerto daylight.Time changes
often disrupt schedules,travel
arrangements, and sleep
patterns. Be sure to move all
watches one hour forward and
make sure the batteriesare still
good. Visit us today to replace
your watch batteries.

never go wrong with a fabulous pair of go/ Id
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or sterling silver hoop earrings. Whether
embellished with gemstones, charms, or
·
beads, hoops will work with almost any
outfit from school to office or a night out
on the town.
Long known for setting trends, fashionforward actress Angelina Jolie was recently
"-spotted wearing a slim and streamlined pair
of yellow gold hoops. One does not need to
resemble Mrs. Jolie Pitt to wear hoop earrings, as an
extraordinarily simple pair of hoops can create an
exceptionally striking look for anyone.

MARCH BIRTHSTONES

Suggestions for wearing hoops confidently:
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Aquamarine. The name is

Size: Don't go larger than the palm of your hand.

derived from the Latin words
aqua, meaning "water," and
marina, meaning "sea."Aquamarine is as clear and sparkling
asseawater and was once considereda talisman for sailors.

Style: The hoop will work for you whether

embellished, smooth or textured.
Color: Whether it's sterling silver, yellow gold,
white gold or this season'spopular pink gold, all work
well with any outfit.

Bloodstone. Ancient bloodstone is an opaque dark
green gem prized for men's
rings since the middle ages.
It is named for the bright red
flashes that dot its surface.
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